
North East Trillium Hunter Jumper 2020 
 
Miscellaneous and Non- Core Classes and Divisions 
 
These non-core divisions require only an Equestrian Canada Bronze sport licence and 
Ontario Equestrian membership. However most of our shows for 2020 will only offer 
Silver level licensing. If Bronze level, the horses or ponies do NOT require a horse 
recording number (passport). To qualify for yearend North East Trillium Awards, the 
riders must have THJA memberships and must participate in a minimum of four (4) 
shows. 
 
0.75 m Jumper Division 
There will be three classes, to be judged as Table A classes but against an optimum 
time. Rider with the fewest jumping faults and closest to the optimum time, but not 
under it, will be placed first. Where riders have an equality of faults the will be ranked 
according to closest to Optimum time without exceeding it, then to next number of faults 
and again ranked by the closest to optimum time but not under it. Riders faster than the 
posted optimum time will not be placed. Optimum time to be determined by the course 
designer in consultation with the judge and show steward. 
 
Pony Pleasure Hack 
To be judged as a Pleasure Hack class. Open to ponies with Junior riders (Junior A 
large ponies only) 
 
Pre-Green Hunter Division 
Open to beginner horses (no Trillium or higher level show experience prior to this year 
except this same Division) with any level rider OR beginner riders (no Trillium or higher 
level show experience prior to this year except this same Division. The beginner horse 
or beginner rider may not enter any other over fences class or division in the show but 
may show in the Hack Division and the appropriate Equitation flat class. Offered at 2’3” 
fence height. 
 
2’6” Hunter Medal 
Open to riders in the 2’6’ Children’s or 2’6” Adult Hunter Division. To be judged the 
same as specified for other Trillium Hunter Medal Classes.  
 
Hunter Classic/Derby 
The first round of the event will be held and judged as a Hunter Classic.  The top 10 
riders will be called back to an adjusted course and judged and scored as a Hunter 
Derby. Open to riders at 3’ and 2’6” heights. The 10 riders called back will start at the 
heights at which the Classic finished, then course adjusted to other height/ 
 
 


